Sporadic Cases with Novel Mutations and Pedigree in Hereditary Leukoencephalopathy with Axonal Spheroids.
Hereditary diffuse leukoencephalopathy with spheroids (HDLS) is an autosomal dominant hereditary disease, featured by cerebral white matter degeneration with demyelination and axonal spheroids. We collected three gene-confirmed HDLS cases in our neurodegenerative clinic. Two HDLS cases were sporadic with novel mutations, while another case had a family history with previously described mutations. All three cases suffered memory problems with white matter lesions and pyramid signs. No obvious clinical differences were observed between sporadic and familial HDLS cases. Distinct features, such as subcortical calcification in brain computed tomography and asymmetric abnormal MRI signal along the pyramid tracts throughout brainstem and spinal cord (cervical, thoracic, and lumbar segments), were observed in one sporadic case with novel mutation. Therefore, the interactions of genotype-phenotype still need to be further investigated.